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Abstract
Recently, multimodal contrastive learning (MMCL) approaches, such as CLIP (Radford
et al., 2021), have achieved a remarkable success in learning representations that are robust
against distribution shift and generalize to new domains. Despite the empirical success, the
mechanism behind learning such generalizable representations is not understood. In this
work, we rigorously analyze this problem and uncover two mechanisms behind MMCL’s
robustness: intra-class contrasting, which allows the model to learn features with a high
variance, and inter-class feature sharing, where annotated details in one class help learning
other classes better. Both mechanisms prevent spurious features that are over-represented in
the training data to overshadow the generalizable core features. This yields superior zero-shot
classification accuracy under distribution shift. Furthermore, we theoretically demonstrate
the benefits of using rich captions on robustness and explore the effect of annotating different
types of details in the captions. We validate our theoretical findings through experiments,
including a well-designed synthetic experiment and an experiment involving training CLIP
on MS COCO (Lin et al., 2014) and evaluating the model on variations of shifted ImageNet.
Keywords: Multi-modal learning, Contrastive learning, Distribution shift, Robustness

1 Introduction

The pursuit of learning representations that generalize well under distribution shifts and across
different domains remains a significant challenge in machine learning. Traditional Supervised
Learning (SL) tends to capture simpler, domain-specific features rather than complex,
generalizable ones. In contrast, recent advancements in Multimodal Contrastive Learning
(MMCL), particularly with large-scale image-text pair datasets, have shown exceptional
zero-shot classification abilities and domain transferability. MMCL’s success, showcased by
models like CLIP Radford et al. (2021) and ALIGN Jia et al. (2021), comes from a training
process that aligns the representations of each paired image and text while also contrasting
those of non-paired ones. Despite its effectiveness, the reasons behind MMCL’s robustness
over SL are still not fully comprehended.

This study aims to unravel the mechanisms behind MMCL’s robust feature learning and
to understand how they contribute to robust zero-shot classification. We present evidence
that its robustness primarily stems from the MMCL loss function and the textual supervision
of images. We identify two key mechanisms: intra-class contrasting, which encourages the
learning of variable yet generalizable features within the same latent class, and inter-class
feature sharing, which enables the learning of information about a latent class through
its occurrence in other classes. These mechanisms collectively empower MMCL to learn
representations that, when leveraged by zero-shot classification, enhance robustness against
distribution shifts. Our experiments, including one with synthetic data, and others where we
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train models on MS COCO Lin et al. (2014) and Conceptual Captions Sharma et al. (2018)
and then evaluate them on six shifted versions of ImageNet, corroborate the pivotal role of
MMCL loss and rich text annotations in achieving robustness. These findings reinforce our
theoretical insights.

2 Theoretical Analysis

A framework for comparing MMCL and SL. We present a general framework for
comparing MMCL and SL in Section B, along with the corresponding notations. We start
by modeling the multimodal data, and then formalize the MMCL and SL pipelines and their
evaluation for robustness to distribution shift.

Two mechanisms behind the robustness of MMCL. Next, we formulate and analyze
specific types of distribution shift. In Section C we explore two scenarios illustrating MMCL’s
superior robustness to distribution shift, compared to SL. (Thm5&6) We start by analyzing
the first scenario which illustrates how MMCL can learn features that are challenging for
SL to learn. Consider the case where the majority or all images of a ‘cow’ appear on ‘grass’.
Here, grass is a spurious feature with high correlation with cow. Grass is often a simple green
surface without a high variation. But, cows can vary a lot in their appearance. This makes
cows more difficult to learn than grass. Sagawa et al. (2020) have demonstrated that SL
tends to learn the simple spurious feature (grass), whereas our findings, as outlined in Thm
6, reveal that MMCL can successfully learn the core feature (cow) with large variance. This
is because the loss function, in conjunction with detailed captions, inherently encourages
contrasting between individual cows, thereby facilitating the learning of specifics for each cow.
(Thm9&10) Next, we consider the second scenario and demonstrate how MMCL benefits
from annotated details in some latent classes to disassociate spurious correlations in other
latent classes, while SL fails to grasp these details. For example, typical images of a ‘tree’
have green leaves. However, trees in in the background of images of ‘wolf’ or ‘ski resort’
may appear without leaves. SL, which only observes the labels, tends to overlook the trees
without leaves as they do not contribute to learning ‘wolf’ and ‘ski resort’, thus incorrectly
correlating trees with the color green. In contrast, in MMCL, if the trees without leaves are
annotated in the captions, the model can disassociate the green leaves from tree.

Understand the benefit of rich image captions. We delve into the role of richness of
captions in robustness. Two conclusions. In Thm 12 we show that mentioning variations of
the core feature benefits robustnres through intra-class contrasting. In Thm 14 we show that
mentioning more features in general benefits robustness through inter-class feature sharing.

3 Experiments

We conduct experiments on carefully designed semi-synthetic data, MS COCO and Conceptual
Captions. We find that (1) reducing the richness of captions by replacing them with labels
worsens robustness, and (2) decreasing the amount of inter-class contrasting by removing
negative pairs from different classes from the loss also leads to decreased robustness. These
findings validate our theoretical insights in Theorems 6, 5, 12 and 14.
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Appendix A. Related Works

Distribution shift. There is a long line of work on dealing with different types of distribu-
tion shift. This includes sub-population shift and domain generalization among others, where
distribution of sub-populations in training and test data is different, and some sub-populations
may be underrepresented or missing in the training data (Cai et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2023;
Santurkar et al., 2020), (Gulrajani and Lopez-Paz, 2020; Joshi et al., 2023; Zhang et al., 2023;
Hu et al., 2020; Fahrbach et al., 2023), or a hybrid of both Koh et al. (2021). Another line of
research focuses on evaluating models on natural variations in the source of data collection,
with the precise category of shift typically unformalized or unknown. For example, a dataset
that contains art and cartoon renditions of ImageNet classes (Hendrycks et al., 2021a), and
other variations of ImageNet (Barbu et al., 2019; Recht et al., 2019; Shankar et al., 2021).
Despite the diversity of settings, extensive studies (Sagawa et al., 2019, 2020; Xiao et al.,
2020; Ilyas et al., 2019) revealed a common theme across these subfields: deep learning
models often rely heavily on spurious correlations that are specific to the training data but
do not hold in general, e.g., those between certain object classes and backgrounds/textures
in the image (Zhu et al., 2016; Geirhos et al., 2018).

Multi-modal learning. Learning better representations based on multiple modalities
has been a long pursuit (Ngiam et al., 2011; Srivastava and Salakhutdinov, 2012). Numerous
methods for learning joint vision-language representations (Li et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2019;
Tan and Bansal, 2019; Li et al., 2020; Yao et al., 2021) have emerged. Among them, MMCL
(Radford et al., 2021; Jia et al., 2021; Mu et al., 2022; Goel et al., 2022; Pham et al., 2023)
has stood out by achieving SOTA performance in various tasks. Notably, Radford et al.
(2021) showed that MMCL on large image-text datasets achieves a significant improvement
in robustness to distribution shift. The empirical investigations of Fang et al. (2022) suggests
that this is only attributed to the large diverse image training data, with MMCL loss and
text supervision contributing little. We show provably that it is not only the diverse image
data that contributes to superior robustness of MMCL. Indeed, MMCL loss and richness of
text annotations are crucial factors.

(Uni-modal) CL. There have been both empirical Chen et al. (2020); Chuang et al.
(2020); Khosla et al. (2020) and theoretical studies about CL Wang and Isola (2020); Tosh
et al. (2021a,b); Arora et al. (2019); HaoChen et al. (2021); Wen and Li (2021); Ji et al.
(2021); Saunshi et al. (2022); Xue et al. (2023). We will demonstrate for the first time how
the contrastive aspect of the loss can benefit robustness against distribution shift, while
noting that this advantage only exists when equipped with multi-modality and zero-shot
learning, which are present in MMCL but not in unimodal CL.

Appendix B. A Framework for Comparing MMCL and SL
In this section, we present a general framework for comparing MMCL and SL, along with
the corresponding notations. We start by modeling the multimodal data, and then formalize
the MMCL and SL pipelines and their evaluation for robustness to distribution shift. We
will formulate and analyze specific types of distribution shift in the next section.

B.1 Modeling Multimodal Data

To model multimodal data, it is essential to capture the fact that inputs from different
modalities can represent the same abstract notion. For instance, both text and an image
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can represent ‘a cow on grass’. We define underlying feature vectors to model this abstract
notion, and model each input in a specific modality as a projection of the underlying feature
vector onto that modality’s input space.

Underlying feature . There is an underlying feature space shared among different
modalities, where abstract notions reside. We model this as a vector space Rl, where each
vector is termed an underlying feature vector (e.g., ‘a cow on grass’), and each element within
the vector is referred to as an underlying feature (e.g., ‘cow’).

Latent classes and labels. Each zzz is associated with a latent class, represented by a
label y. We note that the labels are only used by SL but not by MMCL.

Inputs in each modality. Each input example in a modality is an instantiation of
an abstract notion. We model this as a projection from an underlying feature vector to
another space where this modality’s inputs live. Formally, let M represent a modality. Given
a underlying feature vector zzz, a corresponding input xxxM in this modality is generated as:
xxxM =DDDMµµµM (zzz) + ξξξM , where µµµM (zzz) ∈ Rl is a random vector that depends on zzz. It can be
interpreted as a possibly distorted version of the original feature vector zzz. Note that setting
µµµM (zzz) = zzz implies no distortion in the features when represented in this modality. ξξξM ∈ RdM

is a random noise drawn from N (0,
σ2
ξ

dM
IdM ). The matrix DDDM ∈ RdM×l (dM > l) is a matrix

with orthonormal columns that can be interpreted as a dictionary matrix. It captures the trans-
formation from the lower dimensional feature space to the higher dimensional input space. Dif-
ferent modalities can have differentDDDM matrices, reflecting the idea that the same underlying
feature may be instantiated differently in each modality (e.g., colors are represented differently
in images and texts). Modeling modalities as above is consistent with (Nakada et al., 2023).

In this paper, for clarity and illustration, we focus on the popular vision and language
modalities. We let I denote the modality for images, and T denote the modality for texts.
However, we note that our framework and results directly apply to other modalities.

Distribution shift. We define two joint distributions between underlying features and
latent classes: P⋆, representing the ‘ground-truth’ in the real world, and PTr, from which
our training data are drawn. We let PTr exhibit spurious correlations between certain
features and latent classes which do not hold in the ground-truth P⋆. This setup captures
the underlying reason for the performance drop observed in various types of distribution
shift scenarios, as we discuss in Section A.

B.2 Multi-Modal Contrastive Learning (MMCL)

Unlike traditional supervised learning, MMCL does not see the input data’s latent classes,
but is instead given pairs of inputs from two modalities and aims to learn the correspondence
between them.

Training dataset. The training dataset comprises n image-text pairs, denoted as
{(xxxI,i,xxxT,i)}ni=1, where for each index i, both xxxI,i and xxxT,i are generated based on the same
underlying feature vector zzzi. In practice, the texts are usually captions accompanying the
images. The feature vectors {zzzi}ni=1 are drawn from the training distribution C Tr.

Linear encoders. The encoders for modalities I and T are denoted as gI : RdI → R
p

and gT : RdT → R
p respectively. We consider linear models for the encoders, given by

gI(xxx) =WWW Ixxx and gT (xxx) =WWW Txxx, where WWW I ∈ RdI×p and WWW T ∈ RdT×p with p ≥ l are the
corresponding encoder parameters. Linear encoders are employed widely in previous studies
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of MMCL (Nakada et al., 2023; Ren and Li, 2023) and general feature learning (Jing et al.,
2021; Tian et al., 2021; Ji et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2022; Tian, 2022; Xue et al., 2023), to
facilitate the analysis. In Section E, we will empirically confirm that our findings extend to
non-linear models.

Representation learning with MMCL. MMCL learns representations for both
modalities in a shared latent space. We consider the linearized contrastive loss function from
Nakada et al. (2023):

LMMCL(WWW I ,WWW T )=
1

2n(n− 1)

∑
i

∑
j ̸=i

(sij −sii) +
1

2n(n− 1)

∑
i

∑
j ̸=i

(sji −sii)+
ρ

2
∥WWW⊤

I WWW T ∥2F ,

where sij := gI(xxxI,i)
⊤gT (xxxT,j) = (WWW IxxxI,i)

⊤WWW TxxxT,j is the similarity (measured by inner
product) between representations of an image and a text. This loss encourages the model
to align each image-text pair by increasing their representation similarity (sii) and contrast
between images and texts that are not paired together by reducing their representation
similarity (sij , i ̸= j). The last term is a regularization term with ρ > 0. The linear loss and
its uni-modal counterpart are widely used in analysis of CL, as they closely captures the
dynamics of popular contrastive losses (Ji et al., 2021; Tian, 2022; Nakada et al., 2023), such
as CLIP, as we will experimentally confirm in Section E.

Prompts for zero-shot classification. We test the model’s capability in zero-shot
classification, where a text prompt is created for each label (e.g., ‘a photo of a dog ’), and the
prediction is determined by the prompt with the highest representation similarity with the
given image. To formalize this, we define the prompt pppy for each latent class y as pppy =DDDT z̄zzy,
where z̄zzy := E(zzz,y)∼P⋆ [zzz|y]. That is, the prompt is ‘the center of all underlying feature vectors
with label y in the true distribution’ represented in modality T . This closely resembles real
world practices where the representation of multiple texts with engineered templates like ‘a
bad photo of a {}’, ‘a good photo of a {}’ are averaged (Radford et al., 2021).

Robustness evaluation. Given two encoders gI and gT with parameters WWW I and WWW T ,
respectively, we evaluate the zero-shot performance on the true distribution P⋆. Formally,
given an image xxxI , the prediction is ŷ(xxxI) = argmaxy gI(xxxI)

⊤gT (pppy). The test accuracy,
denoted by AccMMCL

P⋆ (WWW I ,WWW T ), is computed as

AccMMCL
P⋆ (WWW I ,WWW T ) = E(zzz,y)∈P⋆,xxxI=DDDIµµµ(zzz)+ξξξI [1(ŷ(xxxI) = y)], (1)

where 1(·) denotes the indicator function.
Relation to feature cross-covariance. We utilize the connection between the cross-

covariance between images and captions, and the MMCL objective for our analysis.

Definition 1 We define CCCTr as the cross-covariance between images’ and texts’ feature
vectors CCCTr := Ezzz∈C Tr, µµµI(zzz), µµµT (zzz)[µµµI(zzz)µµµT (zzz)

⊤]. When µµµI(·) and µµµT (·) both are identity,
CCCTr is the covariance of the original feature vector.

Lemma 2 (Informal) Given an image with feature µµµ′ and a text with feature µµµ′′, the sim-
ilarity (inner product of representations) between them, computed using encoders trained on
the training set, is: similarity score ≈ µµµ′⊤CCCTrµµµ′′ =

∑l
i=1

∑l
j=1C

Tr
ij µ

′
iµ

′′
j .
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That is, the image-text similarity is a weighted sum of products between the features in image
and text inputs. The weights are determined by the feature cross-covariance matrix of training
data, whose i, j-th element is the covariance between feature i in images and feature j in texts.

Importance of zero-shot. We emphasize that using zero-shot classification instead of
training a linear classifier on the representations is crucial for achieving robustness in MMCL.
The latter essentially involves SL, which falls short for the same reasons as shown in our
analysis for SL in Section C.

B.3 Supervised Learning (SL)

Standard SL has access to each input’s label and the inputs are from a single modality
(i.e., images). Let {(xxxI,i, yi)}ni=1 be the training dataset with n inputs xxxI,i and their labels
yi, we train a linear model f(xxx) =WWW⊤xxx with weights WWW ∈ RdI×q, where q = 1 for binary
classification and q = #classes for multi-class classification. We consider minimizing logistic
loss for binary classification, and Cross-Entropy loss for multiclass classification, with gradient
descent at a sufficiently small step size.

Robustness evaluation. For testing, given a model with weights WWW , the accu-
racy, denoted by AccSL

P⋆(WWW ), is evaluated on the true distribiution P⋆ as AccSL
P⋆(WWW ) =

E(zzz,y)∈P⋆,xxxI=DDDIµµµ(zzz)+ξξξI [1(ŷ(xxxI) = y)], where ŷ(xxxI) = sign(WWW⊤xxxIj ) for binary classification,
and ŷ(xxxI) = argmaxj [WWW

⊤xxxI ]j for multi-class classification, with [WWW⊤xxxI ]j denoting the j-th
element in the vector WWW⊤xxxI .

Appendix C. Two Mechanisms behind the Robustness of MMCL
Next, we explore two scenarios illustrating MMCL’s superior robustness to distribution shift,
compared to SL. First, we consider the scenario where generalizable core feature has a higher
variance than domain-dependent spurious feature. Then, we consider the data distribution
where each latent class has a core feature, that co-occurs with a strong spurious feature in
the training data. These features can occur in other latent classes as well, independently
of each other. For clarity, we set µµµI(zzz) = zzz,µµµT (zzz) = zzz,∀zzz ∈ Rl in this section.

C.1 Robustness via Intra-class Contrasting
We start by analyzing the first scenario which illustrates how MMCL can learn features that
are challenging for SL to learn. Consider the case where the majority or all images of a ‘cow’
appear on ‘grass’. Here, grass is a spurious feature with high correlation with cow. Grass
is often a simple green surface without a high variation. But, cows can vary a lot in their
appearance. This makes cows more difficult to learn than grass. Below, we will formalize
this scenario and demonstrate that SL learns the spurious feature (grass) but MMCL learns
the generalizable feature (cow) and obtains a superior robustness.

C.1.1 Distribution of features

The following definition simulates the aforementioned scenario.

Definition 3 (Data Model 1) In both P⋆ and PTr, each label y is uniformly drawn from
{−1, 1} and the corresponding feature vector zzz ∈ R2 is generated as zzz = [zcore, zspu]

T where
zcore ∼ N (y, σ2core), represents the core feature that contains information of the label y, and

12



Understanding the Robustness of Multi-modal Contrastive Learning to Distribution Shift

zspu ∼ N (a, σ2spu). In the true distribution P⋆, a is uniformly drawn from {−1, 1} and is
independent of the label y, making the feature zspu irrelevant to the label. However, in the
training distribution C Tr, there is a strong correlation between a and y, s.t. Pr(a =y)=pspu
, where 1 ≥ pspu>1/2.

Recall from Section B.1 that the inputs in each modality are generated based on feature
vectors. In SL, where we have only one modality, the situation becomes equivalent to the
one analyzed in (Sagawa et al., 2020). Similar variants are studied in (Wald et al., 2021;
Aubin et al., 2021; Yao et al., 2022) to investigate distribution shift and out-of-domain
generalization. Despite its simplicity, this setup reflects key aspects of general distribution
shift. Here, zcore is the core feature and zspu is the spurious feature, such as ‘grass’ in the
aforementioned example, or texture/backgrounds in ImageNet.

We assume that the core feature has a larger variance than the spurious feature, indicated
by the values of σcore and σspu. This is detailed in below, along with some additional
assumptions.

Assumption 4 The gap between the variances of the core and spurious features is significant:
σcore = Θ(1), σcore ≥ 1 and σspu = O( 1√

logn
). The spurious correlation is large: pspu =

1 − o(1). We consider the high-dimensional (overparameterized) setting where n = ω(1),
dI = Ω(n) and dT = Ω(n). The noise levels are not too large: σξ,I = O(log n) and
σξ,T = O(log n).

C.1.2 Comparing Robustness of SL and MMCL

Under Assumption 4, SL tends to associate labels mostly with the spurious feature, as they
appear to be more stable and reliable for prediction compared to the core feature. This
results in low accuracy when tested on the ground-truth distribution, as demonstrated in the
following theorem.

Theorem 5 (Theorem 1 from (Sagawa et al., 2020)) LetWWW ∗ represent the model trained
using SL as described in Section B.3. Assuming that Assumption 4 holds, and n and dI
are sufficiently large, with a high probability, the accuracy of WWW ∗ on the true distribution
satisfies AccSL

P⋆(WWW ∗) ≤ 2/3. Additionally, the model’s test accuracy on examples where a ̸= y
is ≤ 1/3, worse than random chance.

Next, we examine MMCL. From Lemma 2, we know that the similarity between an image

with feature zzz and a text with feature zzz′ is approximately [zcore zspu]

[
1 + σ2core 2pspu − 1
2pspu − 1 1 + σ2spu

] [
z′core
z′spu

]
,

showing that the variance of features ensures that image and text features, that share the
underlying core features, have a higher similarity score. Furthermore, if we let zzz′ be the
feature z̄zzy′ = [y′ 0]⊤ in label y′’s corresponding prompt pppy′ , we deduce that the similarity
to the prompt is approximately (1 + σ2core)y

′zcore + (2pspu − 1)y′zspu. Here, the core feature
carries more weight when the variance is large. In essence, since the MMCL loss contrasts
images and unpaired texts in the same latent classes, learning features that have high variance
is encouraged; this is in contrast with SL, where features that have low variance are preferred.
With the above observation, after bounding the effect of noise, we arrive at the following
theorem (with proof in Appendix G.2).

13



Theorem 6 LetWWW ∗
I andWWW ∗

T be the weights of the encoders trained using MMCL as described
in Section B.2. Under Assumption 4 1, with a high probability of at least 1−O( 1

poly(n)) =

1− o(1), the encoders achieve the following zero-shot accuracy on the true distribution

AccMMCL
P⋆ (WWW ∗

I ,WWW
∗
T ) ≥ 1− 1

2
Φ(κ1)−

1

2
Φ(κ2)− o(1),

where κ1 =
2pspu−2−σ2

core√
(1+σ2

core)
2σ2

core+(2pspu−1)2σ2
spu

, κ2 =
−2pspu−σ2

core√
(1+σ2

core)
2σ2

core+(2pspu−1)2σ2
spu

and Φ denotes

the CDF of the standard normal distribution. Meanwhile, the model’s test accuracy on
examples where a ̸= y is lower bounded by 1−Φ(κ1)− o(1).

Corollary 7 With σcore = 1, for sufficiently large n, AccMMCL
P⋆ (WWW ∗

I ,WWW
∗
T ) ≥ 81%, Moreover,

in this case, no model can achieve an accuracy higher than 85%.

This, compared with Theorem 5, demonstrates that MMCL can outperform SL by a large
margin, and comes close to achieving the best possible accuracy of 85%.

Additionally, in terms of performance on examples where the spurious correlation does not
hold, i.e., a ̸= y, it’s evident that MMCL excels. As Theorem 5 shows, SL’s accuracy is even
worse than random chance. In contrast, Theorem 6 demonstrates that MMCL consistently
performs better than random chance. It maintains random chance even in the worst-case
scenario, as indicated by Φ(κ1) ≤ 1

2 , owing to 2pspu − 2 − σ2core ≤ 0. When σcore = 1, it
achieves an accuracy of 69%.

C.2 Robustness via Inter-class Feature Sharing

Next, consider the second scenario and demonstrate how MMCL benefits from annotated
details in some latent classes to disassociate spurious correlations in other latent classes,
while SL fails to grasp these details. For example, typical images of a ‘tree’ have green leaves.
However, trees in in the background of images of ‘wolf’ or ‘ski resort’ may appear without
leaves. SL, which only observes the labels, tends to overlook the trees without leaves as
they do not contribute to learning ‘wolf’ and ‘ski resort’, thus incorrectly correlating trees
with the color green. In contrast, in MMCL, if the trees without leaves are annotated in
the captions, the model can disassociate the green leaves from tree.

C.2.1 Distribution of features

We first present the underlying feature distributions and then compare MMCL’s robustness
with SL.

Definition 8 (Data Model 2) True distribution P⋆. We have 2m latent classes in
total, with labels 1, . . . , 2m. For each label y, we define a unique alias (k, c): k = ⌊(y + 1)/2⌋,
and c = 1 if y is odd, and c = −1 if y is even. The label is sampled uniformly. Let β ∈ [0, 1).
Given a label alias (k, c), the corresponding feature vector zzz = [z1, z2, . . . , z2m]⊤ is generated as:
∀j ≤ m, if j = k then zj = c if j ̸= k then zj ∼ U({−β,+β})
∀j > m, if j = k +m then zj ∼ U({−α,+α}) if j ̸= k +m then zj ∼ U({−βα, βα})

1. The theorem holds under more relaxed assumptions about the variances and spurious correlation level;
see details in Appendix G.2), but here we use Assumption 4 to keep consistency with Theorem 5
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where U(S) denotes the uniform distribution over set S.
Training distribution PTr. The training distribution is similar to the true distribution,

but with zk+m always equal to cα, making it appear as if the k+m-th coordinate also indicates
the label.

Here, each feature vector in latent class (k, c) (e.g., ‘tree’) has a core feature at coordinate k
(characteristics of a tree) and a spurious feature at coordinate k +m that correlates with
the latent class in the training distribution but not the true distribution (e.g., the color
green). With a large α, such a spurious feature has a larger magnitude than the true feature,
making it easier to be learned. There are also other features at different coordinates that
do not correlate with the label; these features are weaker (indicated by β < 1) so that they
do not change the latent class. One observation is that examples in latent class other than
(k, c) would show no correlation between the k-th and k +m-th features , hinting at their
independence from each other (e.g., trees are not necessarily green). We will show that unlike
SL, MMCL can leverage such a hint to obtain a superior robustness.

C.2.2 Comparing Robustness of SL and MMCL

The theorem below demonstrates that SL achieves a low accuracy under distribution shift
when the spurious feature is strong, i.e., when α is large.

Theorem 9 Assuming that the input noise in each modality is zero, i.e., σξ,I = σξ,T = 0,
and all possible feature vectors in PTr uniformly appear in the training dataset. 2 Let WWW ∗ be
the model trained using SL as described in Section B.3. The accuracy on the true distribution
has the following upper bound: AccSL

P⋆(WWW ∗) ≤ 50% + 2
(1+α2)(1−β)2−8

. For example, if α = 10

and β = 1/3, then AccSL
P⋆(WWW ∗) ≤ 60%.

Next, we will examine how MMCL leverages the information about independence of core and
spurious features in each latent class, which is hidden in other latent classes. First, recall the
conclusion in Lemma 2, and obtain that the similarity between an image with features zzz and a

text with features zzz′ is given by zzz⊤
[
1+(m−1)β2

m Im
α
mIm

α
mIm

1+(m−1)β2

m α2Im

]
zzz′. The fact that β only

appears on the diagonal and not on off-diagonal elements shows that the occurrence of core fea-
ture of a given latent class in other latent classes increases the weight for same-feature products
between images and texts rather than different-feature products. For example, trees without
green leaves in classes other than tree increase the covariance between texts and images of tree,
but do not contribute to the correlation between tree and green. Hence appearance of green
in any image has a limited impact on its similarity to a text describing a tree. More precisely,
when computing the similarity between a given image and the prompt for a tree, a weight
1+(m−1)β2

m is assigned to ‘the true characteristic of a tree’ and a weight α
m is assigned to ‘green’.

Here, a larger β leads to more weight placed on the core feature, highlighting how MMCL
utilizes shared features between classes to enhance robustness. This insight leads us to the
following theorem demonstrating the superior performance of MMCL under distribution shift.

2. Assumptions are made to simplify the analysis, but our analysis can be readily extended to show
that same conclusions holds with high probability in broader settings with sufficient sample size and
reasonable noise level.
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Theorem 10 Under the same assumption as in Theorem 9 Let WWW ∗
I and WWW ∗

T be the weights
of encoders trained using MMCL as described in Section B.2. Then as long as β2m >
α2(1+β)

1−β − 1 + β2, the model has 100% zero-shot accuracy on the true distribution, i.e.,
AccMMCL

P⋆ (WWW ∗
I ,WWW

∗
T ) = 100%.

We also observe that if the features were not shared between classes, i.e., β = 0, it would
be impossible for the model to achieve such performance. This once again emphasizes the
role of shared features.
Important Consideration about Robustness An important question is whether the
improvement in accuracy under distribution shift is solely due to MMCL’s improvement
in in-distribution generalization. In Appendix I, we demonstrate that we control for in-
distribution generalization in both theoretical examples. Specifically, in Data Model 1, SL has
slightly better in-distribution accuracy, while in Data Model 2, both SL and MMCL achieve
100% in-distribution accuracy. Thus, MMCL’s improvement solely results from enhanced
robustness, and in fact, both relative and effective robustness as defined in Taori et al. (2020).

Appendix D. Understanding the benefit of rich image captions

In Section C, we assumed that both µµµI(·) and µµµT (·) are identity, implying that the captions
mentioned everything depicted in the image. However, in practice, captions often serve as
annotations or illustrations accompanying the image, with certain details omitted. Empirical
evidence suggests that rich captions are generally beneficial (Santurkar et al., 2022; Nguyen
et al., 2023), but it remains unclear if richness of captions can affect robustness and, if
so, how. In this section, we theoretically investigate this question by varying how much
and what information is mentioned in captions. Specifically, we keep µµµI(·) as an identity
function, while let µµµT (zzz) represent a masked version of the original feature vector zzz, where
some information may not be reflected in caption.

Benefits of mentioning variations in the core features. Recall that in Section C.1,
utilizing Data Model 1 (Definition 3), we showed that MMCL can learn large-variance core
features better than SL, resulting in less reliance on the spurious feature. Now, we use the
same data model to explore what happens if the feature variance is not fully reflected in the
captions. For example, when the caption only contains the word ‘cows’ or ‘grass’, without
describing their appearance.

Definition 11 (Feature masking in data model 1 (Definition 3)) Given a feature vec-

tor zzz =

[
zcore
zspu

]
with corresponding y and a, we let µµµT (zzz) =

[
y + ψcore(zcore − y)
a+ ψspu(zspu − a)

]
, with ψcore

drawn from Bernoulli(πcore) and ψspu drawn from Bernoulli(πspu). Both πcore and πspu are
∈ [0, 1].

Here, zcore−y and zspu−a represent the variations in the core and spurious features, both
of which are Gaussian random variables by Definition 3. This implies that the captions
capture these variations with probabilities πcore and πspu, respectively. When π=0, caption
ignores all the details and treats all features of the same kind as a single entity. The following
theorem shows the effects of πcore, πspu.

Theorem 12 With data from data model 1 and µµµT defined in Definition 11, with a high
probability, the model trained using MMCL has a test accuracy on examples where the spurious
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correlation does not hold (i.e., a ̸= y) given by 1−Φ( 2p−2−π2
coreσ

2
core√

(1+π2
coreσ

2
core)

2σ2
core+(2p−1)2σ2

spu
)± o(1).

The non-negligible part of this accuracy increases as πcore increases and is independent of
πspu.

The theorem reveals that the model exhibits less reliance on the spurious correlation when
the caption mentions the variance in the core feature (e.g., appearance of the cow in each
specific image). Additionally, we notice that mentioning variance in the spurious feature has
minimal effect on the robustness, as it does not impact the correlation with the core feature.

Mentioning more features benefits robustness. Next, we utilize data model 2 to
explore the effect of mentioning more features in the captions.

Definition 13 (Feature masking in data model 2 (Definition 8)) For a feature vec-
tor zzz with label (k, c), let µµµT (zzz) = ψψψ ⊙ zzz, where ψψψ = [ψ1 . . . ψl]

⊤ with ψk = 1 and
ψj ∼ Bernoulli(π) for j ̸= k.

Here, the caption always mentions the feature indicating the latent class, while other features
are mentioned with a probability π. Note that π=0 corresponds to the setting where the
caption is just the same as the label. The following theorem demonstrates that the model
can achieve robustness only when the caption sufficiently mentions features that are not
directly related to the image’s latent class.

Theorem 14 With data model 2 and µµµT defined in Definition 13, let WWW ∗
I and WWW ∗

T be the
weights of encoders trained using MMCL. Then the model’s accuracy on the true distribution
satisfies AccMMCL

P⋆ (WWW ∗
I ,WWW

∗
T ) = 100% if π > π̃, and AccMMCL

P⋆ (WWW ∗
I ,WWW

∗
T ) ≤ 50% if π < π̃,

where π̃ := (1+β)α2−1+β
(1−β)β2(m−1)

.
As explained in Section C.2, even if certain features do not directly indicate labels for a class,
they can still help learn relationships between features (for example, not all trees are green),
and this knowledge can be valuable for other classes. However, if these features are missing
from the captions, they contribute less to the cross-covariance matrix used by the model for
predictions (Lemma 2). In the extreme case where π = 0, captions reduce to labels used
by SL, and robustness does not improve.

Appendix E. Experiments

Figure 1: Construction of captions.

In this section, we perform experiments to
demonstrate the crucial role of the MMCL
loss function and the richness of captions in
robustness, validating our theoretical results.

E.1 A Semi-synthetic Experiment

We conduct a carefully designed semi-
synthetic binary classification experiment to
showcase MMCL’s robustness and the sig-
nificance of rich captions. The task is to
distinguish digits 0 to 4 (class 1) from digits
5 to 9 (class 2). In the training set, MNIST (Deng, 2012) digits are placed on colored
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Figure 2: (a) OOD accuracy on the semi-synthetic data. A large πcore is crucial for ensuring
MMCL’s superior robustness compared to SL, but the value of πspu has minimal effect. (b)
and (c) display OOD-ID relation on MS COCO. (b) compares of robustness between two ways
of captioning image. (c) demonstrates the effect of intra-class contrasting on the robustness
of the trained model.

backgrounds, including three types of blue and three types of red. As illustrated Figure 6,
for digits 0-4, 99.5% of images have randomly selected shades of blue as the background,
while the remaining 0.5% have random red backgrounds. The same applies to digits 5-9,
but with blue and red swapped. In the test set, backgrounds are randomly chosen for all
images. Therefore, digits represent the core feature, while colors serve as the spurious feature
whose correlation with classes only exist in the training data. Captions are simulated as
vectors, where the first coordinate contains digit information and the second contains color
information.

Both features exhibit variance; for example, there are four variations of digits between
0 and 4 and three variations of blue backgrounds. We use πcore and πspu to control the
specificity of the captions, determining how much the caption mentions the variance in each
feature. Being ‘specific’ means mentioning the exact value (e.g., specifying a particular shade
of blue), while ‘not specific’ means referring to a value that represents an entire category
(e.g., using the mean value for three shades of blue to represent any blue). Figure 1 shows
an example. For more details, please refer to Appendix J.1.

We plot the accuracy on the out-of-distribution test set in Figure 2a, while varying the
values of πcore and πspu. We observe: (1) With sufficiently rich captions (high πcore), MMCL
exhibits better robustness than SL (horizontal line). (2) A high πcore, indicating that the
captions mentioning the variance of the core feature, is essential for achieving robustness, as
reducing πcore significantly hurts the robustness. (3) In contrast, πspu has minimal effect on
robustness. It’s worth noting that (2) and (3) directly validate the conclusions from Theorem
12. Additional discussion can be found in Appendix J.1.

E.2 Experiments on MS COCO

We compare models trained with MMCL and with SL on MSCOCO dataset. For MMCL,
we use the popular CLIP loss, and for SL we use Cross-Entropy loss. We use ResNet50
as the image encoder and Transformer as the text encoder. The test datasets include the
original MSCOCO testset (in-distribution), and six different versions of (shifted) ImageNet
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Figure 3: Comparison of robustness (OOD-ID relation) on CC3M between different learning
approaches when changing the model width.

(out-of-distribution) Hendrycks et al. (2021a,b); Recht et al. (2019); Wang et al. (2019);
Russakovsky et al. (2015b); Barbu et al. (2019). Other details are in Appendix J.2.

Richness of captions is critical in achieving robustness. To demonstrate the importance
of richness in robustness, we train another version of CLIP where the captions are reduced
to be the same as the labels. As shown in Figure 2b, this results in reduced robustness. It
emphasizes the significance of including additional details in captions beyond just the label
information, confirming the conclusions drawn from our theoretical analysis in Section D.
Additional results of the top5 accuracy for the zero-shot classification task in Appendix J.2
also show the same trend.

Effect of intra-class contrasting. To demonstrate the mechanism theoretically shown in
Section C.1, we consider a modified CLIP loss where we drop pairs from the denominator if
they belong to the same class. This leads to no contrasting between images and texts from the
same class. As illustrated in Figure 2c, we observe that reducing intra-class contrasting, leads
to reduced robustness. The results of the top5 accuracy in Appendix J.2 also demonstrate
the same trend.

E.3 Experiments on Conceptual Captions

Comparison between different learning approaches. In this experiment, we compare
CLIP with SL, SupCon, and SimCLR. The model width (i.e., the hidden and output
dimensions of MLP) varies in the set {16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 768, 1024, 2048, 4096, 8192}.
Figure 3 illustrates that training CLIP yields better robustness than other learning approaches
in terms of top 1 accuracy. This result is well aligned with our analysis in Appendix K.
Interestingly, the robustness of SL, SupCon, and SimCLR is almost similar, resulting in
nearly identical slopes.

Richness of captions. Similar to the experiments on MSCOCO, we train another
version of CLIP where the captions are reduced to be the same as the class labels. We also
train with different MLP widths from 16 to 8192. Figure 4 illustrates that training CLIP
on the standard captions of CC3M yields better robustness than training on the reduced
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Figure 4: Comparison of robustness (OOD-ID relation) on CC3M between two ways of
captioning images when changing the model width.
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Figure 5: Comparison of robustness (OOD-ID relation) on CC3M between CLIP and SL
when changing the image encoder’s architecture. The solid lines represent CLIP models
while the dashed ones represent SL models.

captions. This finding again reinforces our theoretical results about the benefit of rich image
captions in Section D.

Comparison between CLIP and SL with different image encoder’s architectures.
In this experiment, we change the architecture of the CLIP image encoder. We utilize four
different architectures including ResNet50, ResNet101, ResNet50x4, and ViT-B-32 whose
pre-trained weights are available. Figure 5 illustrates that training CLIP on CC3M yields
better robustness than training SL across different encoders’ architectures.
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Appendix F. Preliminaries

F.1 Minimizer of MMCL loss

Nakada et al. (2023) has shown the equivalence between minimizing linear MMCL and SVD.
We reiterate this for reference in our proof. As defined in Section B.2, our loss function is

LMMCL(WWW I ,WWW T )=
1

2n(n− 1)

∑
i

∑
j ̸=i

(sij −sii) +
1

2n(n− 1)

∑
i

∑
j ̸=i

(sji −sii)+
ρ

2
∥WWW⊤

I WWW T ∥2F ,

which can be rewritten as a matrix factorization objective

L(WWW I ,WWW T ) = −Tr(WWW ISSSWWW
⊤
T ) +

ρ

2
∥WWW⊤

I WWW T ∥2F , (2)

where SSS is the cross-covariance matrix

SSS :=
1

n

∑
i

xxxI,ixxx
⊤
T,i −

1

n(n− 1)

∑
i ̸=j

xxxI,ixxx
⊤
T,j . (3)

The following directly follows from Eckart-Young-Mirsky theorem: let
∑d

i=1 λiuuuI,iuuu
⊤
T,i with

λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . λd > 0 be the SVD of SSS, and let WWW ∗
I ,WWW

∗
T be the minimizer of the loss, then

WWW ∗⊤
I WWW ∗

T =
1

ρ

p∑
i=1

λiuuuI,iuuu
⊤
T,i (4)

F.2 Minimizer of SL loss

We note that in both Data Model 1 and Data Model 2, under the assumptions we’ve made,
the training data are separable, or separable with high probability. As shown in Soudry
et al. (2018), minimizing the logistic loss or Cross-Entropy losses with a linear model at a
sufficiently small step size converges to the solution for a hard-margin SVM. Therefore, in
our analysis for SL, we equivalently examine this solution.

Appendix G. Analysis for Data Model 1

G.1 Analysis for SL

Here, we briefly explain how Theorem 6 is derived from Theorem 1 in (Sagawa et al., 2020).
Firstly, we provide the following version, which is a direct translation from (Sagawa et al.,
2020) but with our notations. First let nmaj denote the number of examples with a = y in
the training set and nmaj denote the number of examples with a ̸= y in the training set.

Define σ′2core := σ2core +
σ2
ξ,I

dI
, σ′2spu := σ2spu +

σ2
ξ,I

dI
, σ′2ξ,I :=

σ2
ξ,I(d−2)

d .

Theorem 15 For any nmaj

n ≥ 1 − 1
2001 , σ

′2
core ≥ 1, σ′2spu ≤ 1

16 log 100nmaj
, σ′2ξ,I ≤ nmaj

6002
and

nmin ≥ 100, there exists d0 such that for all d > d0, with high probability over draws of the
training data

Test error on examples where a ̸= y achieved by WWW ∗ ≥ 2/3.
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It is now easy to see that the quantities in Assumption 4 can satisfy the conditions in the
theorem above when they become sufficiently asymptotic. Note that the above statement is
about test error on examples where a ̸= y, which accounts for half of the entire distribution
P⋆, so the accuracy on the entire distribution P⋆ is at most 1

2 × 100%+ 1
2 × (1− 2/3) = 2/3.

G.2 Analysis for MMCL

We note that Theorem 6 holds under a more relaxed assumption, which the following anlaysis
is based on.

Assumption 16 The gap between the variances of the core and spurious features is signifi-
cant: σcore − σspu = Θ(1) and σspu = O(1). p can be any value between 1

2 and 1. We consider
the high-dimensional (overparameterized) setting where n = ω(1), dI = Ω(n) and dT = Ω(n).
The noise levels are not too large: σξ,I = O(log n) and σξ,T = O(log n).

We define the following notations. We write each zizizi as zizizi =

[
yi + ζ1,i
ai + ζ2,i

]
, where ζ1,i

and ζ2,i are Gaussian variables according to our definition. We also let ζζζi =
[
ζ1,i
ζ2,i

]
. Let

ZZZ = [ζζζ1, ζζζ2, . . . , ζζζn], ΞΞΞI = [ξξξI,1, ξξξI,2, . . . , ξξξI,n], ΞΞΞT = [ξξξT,1, ξξξT,2, . . . , ξξξT,n]. Additionally, we let

FFF =

[
y1, y2, . . . , yn
a1, a2, . . . , an

]
.

G.2.1 Useful Concentration Bounds

Lemma 17 (Montgomery-Smith (1990)) Let {xi}ni=1 be a set of random Rademacher
variables, then with probability at least 1− δ, the following holds

| 1
n

n∑
i=1

xi| ≤
√

2 ln(1/δ)

n

Lemma 18 (Mills’ ratio. Exercise 6.1 in (Shorack and Shorack, 2000).) Let v be a
Gaussian random variable drawn from N (0, 1). Then for all λ > 0,

λ

λ2 + 1

1√
2π
e−

λ2

2 < Pr(v ≥ λ) <
1

λ

1√
2π
e−

λ2

2 .

Corollary 19 Let {xi}ni=1 be a set of random variables independently drawn from N (0, σ2),
then with probability at least 1−O( 1

poly(n)), the following holds

| 1
n

n∑
i=1

xi| ≤ O(σ

√
log n

n
)

Lemma 20 (Restatement of Theorem 6.1 from (Wainwright, 2019)) LetXXX ∈ Rn×d

be a random matrix with xxx⊤i as its i-th row. Each xxxi is drawn i.i.d. from N (0,ΣΣΣ). Then with
probability at least 1− δ, the maximal singular value of XXX, denoted as σmax(XXX) satisfies the
following

σmax(XXX) ≤
√
nγmax(

√
ΣΣΣ)(1 +

√
2 ln(1/δ)

n
) +

√
Tr(ΣΣΣ).
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Lemma 21 (Gaussian covariance estimation, Example 6.3 from (Wainwright, 2019))
Let {vvvi}ni=1 be a set of vectors ∈ R

d independently drawn from N (0,ΣΣΣ), and let Σ̂ΣΣ =
1
n

∑n
i=1 vvvivvv

⊤
i then with probability at least 1− 2e−nδ2/2

∥Σ̂ΣΣ−ΣΣΣ∥2
∥ΣΣΣ∥2

≤ 2

√
d

n
+ 2δ + (

√
d

n
+ 2)2.

G.2.2 Concentration of the Cross-covariance

Concentrations in Low-dimensional Underlying Feature Space:

Lemma 22 With probability at least 1− δ the following holds

| 1
n

n∑
i=1

aiyi − (2p− 1)| ≤
√

2
ln(1/δ)

n
.

Proof By Hoeffding’s inequality.

Lemma 23 With probability at least 1−O( 1
poly(n)) the following holds

∥ 1
n

n∑
i=1

ζζζiζζζ
⊤
i −

[
σ2core 0
0 σ2spu

]
∥2 ≤ O(σ2core

√
log n

n
)

Proof By Lemma 21.

Lemma 24 With probability at least 1−O( 1
poly(n))

∥ 1
n

n∑
i=1

[
yi
ai

]
ζζζ⊤i ∥2 ≤ O(σcore

√
log n

n
)

Proof By Lemma 19.

Lemma 25 With probability at least 1−O( 1
poly(n))

∥ 1
n

n∑
i=1

zzzizzz
⊤
i −

[
1 + σ2core 2p− 1
2p− 1 1 + σ2spu

]
∥2 ≤ O(

√
log n

n
) (5)

Proof Write 1
n

∑n
i=1 zzzizzz

⊤
i as the following

1

n

n∑
i=1

zzzizzz
⊤
i =

1

n

n∑
i=1

[
y2i yiai
aiyi a2i

]
+

1

n

n∑
i=1

[
yi
ai

]
ζζζ⊤i +

1

n

n∑
i=1

ζζζi[yi ai] +
1

n

n∑
i=1

ζζζiζζζ
⊤
i .

Then invoking Lemmas 22, 23 and 24 completes the proof.
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Lemma 26 With probability at least 1−O( 1
poly(n))

∥ 1
n

n∑
i=1

zzzi∥2 ≤ O(

√
log n

n
)

Proof Note that each of the two elements in 1
n

∑n
i=1 zzzi can be seen as the sum of the mean

of n independent Rademacher variables and the mean of n independent Gaussian variables.
Combining Lemmas 17 and 19 completes the proof.

Lemma 27 With probability at least 1−O( 1
poly(n))∥∥∥∥ 1n

n∑
i=1

zzzizzz
⊤
i − 1

n(n− 1)

n∑
i ̸=j

zzzizzz
⊤
j −

[
1 + σ2core 2p− 1
2p− 1 1 + σ2spu

] ∥∥∥∥
2

= O(

√
log n

n
).

Proof

1

n

n∑
i=1

zzzizzz
⊤
i − 1

n(n− 1)

n∑
i ̸=j

zzzizzz
⊤
j =

1

n

n∑
i=1

zzzizzz
⊤
i − 1

n(n− 1)

n∑
i=1

zzzi

n∑
j=1

zzzj +
1

n(n− 1)

n∑
i=1

zzzizzz
⊤
i

=
1

n

n∑
i=1

zzzizzz
⊤
i − n

n− 1

1

n

n∑
i=1

zzzi
1

n

n∑
j=1

zzzj +
1

n(n− 1)

n∑
i=1

zzzizzz
⊤
i .

Note that by Lemma 26, the norm of the second term on the RHS is O( lognn ), and by Lemma
25 the norm of the third term is O( 1n). Combining these results and applying Lemma 25 to
the first term yields:∥∥∥∥ 1n

n∑
i=1

zzzizzz
⊤
i − 1

n(n− 1)

n∑
i ̸=j

zzzizzz
⊤
j −

[
1 + σ2core 2p− 1
2p− 1 1 + σ2spu

] ∥∥∥∥
2

= O(

√
log n

n
).

Concentrations in High-dimensional Input Space:

Corollary 28 By applying Lemma 20, we can conclude that the following statements hold
with a probability of at least 1− 3δ

∥ZZZ∥2 ≤
√
nσcore(1 +

√
2 ln(1/δ)

n
) +

√
σ2core + σ2spu

∥ΞΞΞI∥2 ≤σξ,I(
√
n

dI
+

√
2 ln(1/δ)

ndI
) + σξ,I

∥ΞΞΞT ∥2 ≤σξ,T (
√

n

dT
+

√
2 ln(1/δ)

ndT
) + σξ,T
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Lemma 29 With probability at least 1−O( 1
poly(n))

∥ 1
n

n∑
i=1

ξξξI,i∥ ≤ O(
σξ,I√
n
) and ∥ 1

n

n∑
i=1

ξξξT,i∥ ≤ O(
σξ,T√
n
).

Proof This can be obtained by recognizing that 1
n

∑n
i=1 ξξξI,i can be treated as a single

sample from N (0,
σ2
I

ndI
IdI ) and by applying Lemma 20 with δ = 1

poly(n) . A similar argument
applies to 1

n

∑n
i=1 ξξξT,i.

Lemma 30 With probability at least 1−O( 1
poly(n))∥∥∥∥SSS −DDDI

[
1 + σ2core 2p− 1
2p− 1 1 + σ2spu

]
DDD⊤

T

∥∥∥∥
2

≤O(
σξ,T + σξ,I√

n
+
σξ,Iσξ,T

n
)

+O(
σξ,A

√
log n+ σξ,B

√
log n+ σξ,Iσξ,T

n
)

+O(

√
log n

n
),

where SSS is defined in Equation 3.

Proof Firstly let’s write SSS as

SSS =
1

n

n∑
i=1

xxxI,ixxx
⊤
T,i −

1

n(n− 1)

∑
i ̸=j

xxxI,ixxx
⊤
T,i (6)

=
1

n

n∑
i=1

DDDIzzzizzz
⊤
i DDD

⊤
T − 1

n(n− 1)

∑
i ̸=j

DDDIzzzizzz
⊤
j DDD

⊤
T +RRR

where

RRR =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(DDDIzzziξξξ
⊤
T,i + ξξξI,izzz

⊤
i DDD

⊤
T + ξξξI,iξξξ

⊤
T,i)−

1

n(n− 1)

∑
i ̸=j

(DDDIzzziξξξ
⊤
T,j + ξξξI,izzz

⊤
j DDD

⊤
T + ξξξI,iξξξ

⊤
T,j)

=
1

n− 1

n∑
i=1

(DDDIzzziξξξ
⊤
T,i + ξξξI,izzz

⊤
i DDD

⊤
T + ξξξI,iξξξ

⊤
T,i)︸ ︷︷ ︸

RRR1

− 1

n(n− 1)

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(DDDIzzziξξξ
⊤
T,j + ξξξI,izzz

⊤
j DDD

⊤
T + ξξξI,iξξξ

⊤
T,j)︸ ︷︷ ︸

RRR2

.

Let’s rewrite RRR1 as

RRR1 =
1

n− 1

(
DDDI(FFF +ZZZ)ΞΞΞ⊤

T +ΞΞΞI(FFF +ZZZ)⊤DDD⊤
T +ΞΞΞIΞΞΞ

⊤
T

)
.
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Then

∥RRR1∥2 ≤
1

n− 1

(
∥DDDI∥2(∥FFF∥2 + ∥ZZZ∥2)∥ΞΞΞT ∥2 + ∥ΞΞΞI∥2(∥FFF∥2 + ∥ZZZ∥2)∥DDDT ∥2 + ∥ΞΞΞI∥2∥ΞΞΞT ∥2

)
.

Note that ∥DDDI∥2 = ∥DDDT ∥2 = 1 since they have orthonormal columns. Additionally, we can
observe that ∥FFF∥2 ≤ ∥FFF∥F =

√
2n. By combining these and applying Corollary 28 with

δ = O( 1
poly(n)) we obtain the following

∥RRR1∥2 ≤O(
σξ,T + σcoreσξ,T + σξ,I + σcoreσξ,I√

n
+
σξ,Iσξ,T

n
)

=O(
σξ,T + σξ,I√

n
+
σξ,Iσξ,T

n
) (7)

Next, we rewrite RRR2 as

RRR2 =
n

n− 1

(
DDDI

1

n

n∑
i=1

zzzi(
1

n

n∑
j=1

ξξξT,j)
⊤ +

1

n

n∑
i=1

ξξξI,i(
1

n

n∑
j=1

zzzj)
⊤DDD⊤

T +
1

n

n∑
i=1

ξξξI,i(
1

n

n∑
i=1

ξξξT,i)
⊤
)
.

Then applying Lemmas 26 and 29 yields

∥RRR2∥2 ≤ O(
σξ,A

√
log n+ σξ,B

√
log n+ σξ,Iσξ,T

n
). (8)

Additionally we observe that

1

n

n∑
i=1

DDDIzzzizzz
⊤
i DDD

⊤
T − 1

n(n− 1)

∑
i ̸=j

DDDIzzzizzz
⊤
j DDD

⊤
T =DDDI

 1

n

n∑
i=1

zzzizzz
⊤
i − 1

n(n− 1)

∑
i ̸=j

zzzizzz
⊤
j

DDD⊤
T .

Therefore by Lemma 25∥∥∥∥ 1n
n∑

i=1

DDDIzzzizzz
⊤
i DDD

⊤
T − 1

n(n− 1)

∑
i ̸=j

DDDIzzzizzz
⊤
j DDD

⊤
T −DDDI

[
1 + σ2core 0

0 1 + σ2spu

]
DDD⊤

T

∥∥∥∥
2

≤∥DDDI∥2∥DDDT ∥2O(

√
log n

n
)

=O(

√
log n

n
) (9)

Then, combining Equations 9, 7, 8, 6 yields∥∥∥∥SSS −DDDI

[
1 + σ2core 2p− 1
2p− 1 1 + σ2spu

]
DDD⊤

T

∥∥∥∥
2

≤O(
σξ,T + σξ,I√

n
+
σξ,Iσξ,T

n
)

+O(
σξ,A

√
log n+ σξ,B

√
log n+ σξ,Iσξ,T

n
)

+O(

√
log n

n
)
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G.2.3 Perturbation in SVD

Lemma 31 GGG∗ ∈ R
dI×dT is a matrix whose SVD is

∑2
i=1 λiuuuivvv

⊤
i where λ1 > λ2 > 0,

λ1 = Θ(1), λ2 = Θ(1) and λ1 − λ2 = Θ(1). GGG =GGG∗ +EEE where ∥EEE∥2 ≤ ϵ. Let
∑r

i=1 λ̃iũuuiṽvvi
⊤

be the SVD of GGG. If ϵ = o(1), then ∥
∑p

i=1 λ̃iũuuiṽvvi
⊤ −GGG∗∥2 ≤ O(

√
ϵ), where 2 ≤ p ≤ r.

Proof Weyl’s Theorem tells us that |λ̃1−λ1| ≤ ϵ, |λ̃2−λ2| ≤ ϵ and |λ̃i| ≤ ϵ for i ≥ 3 . Now,
let’s define δ = min{λ1 − λ2, λ2}. By applying Wedin’s Theorem (Wedin, 1972) with the
singular values partitioned into {λ1} and {λi}i ̸=1, we have sin θ(uuu1, ũuu1) ≤ O( ϵδ ). Similarly,
by applying Wedin’s Theorem with the singular values partitioned into {λ2} and {λi}i ̸=2, we
have sin θ(uuu2, ũuu2) ≤ O( ϵδ ). Considering that δ = Θ(1), we further have sin θ(uuu1, ũuu1) ≤ O(ϵ)
and sin θ(uuu2, ũuu2) ≤ O(ϵ). Similar conclusions hold for ṽvvi’s as well.

Now, for i = 1, 2, let’s examine the difference between ũuui and uuui:

∥ũuui − uuui∥2 =2(1− cos θ(uuui, ũuui))

=2(1−
√
1− sin θ(uuui, ũuui))

=2
sin θ(uuui, ũuui)

1 +
√
1− sin θ(uuui, ũuui)

=O(sin θ(uuui, ũuui))

≤O(ϵ).

Therefore, ∥ũuui−uuui∥ ≤ O(
√
ϵ). Similarly, we can deduce that ∥ṽvvi−vvvi∥ ≤ O(

√
ϵ). By some

algebraic calculations, we further have ∥
∑2

i=1 λ̃iũuuiṽvvi
⊤−GGG∗∥2 ≤ O(

√
ϵ). Now, if p ≥ 3, we pre-

viously established that |λ̃i| ≤ ϵ for i ≥ 3. Consequently, ∥
∑p

i=3 λ̃iũuuiṽvvi
⊤∥2 = max{λ̃i}pi=3 ≤ ϵ.

Thus, ∥
∑p

i=1 λ̃iũuuiṽvvi
⊤ −GGG∗∥2 ≤ ∥

∑2
i=1 λ̃iũuuiṽvvi

⊤ −GGG∗∥2 + ∥
∑p

i=3 λ̃iũuuiṽvvi
⊤∥2 ≤ O(

√
ϵ).

For convenience, let’s define

ϵ0 :=
σξ,T + σξ,I√

n
+
σξ,Iσξ,T

n
+
σξ,A

√
log n+ σξ,B

√
log n+ σξ,Iσξ,T

n
+

√
log n

n
.

Corollary 32 The minimizer satisfies the following with a probability of at least 1 −
O( 1

poly(n)),

∥WWW ∗⊤
I WWW ∗

T − 1

ρ
DDDI

[
1 + σ2core 2p− 1
2p− 1 1 + σ2spu

]
DDD⊤

T ∥2 ≤
1

ρ
O(

√
ϵ0).

G.2.4 Zero-shot classification

In the following analysis, we will examine the zero-shot accuracy in an event where

∥WWW ∗⊤
I WWW ∗

T − 1

ρ
DDDI

[
1 + σ2core 2p− 1
2p− 1 1 + σ2spu

]
DDD⊤

T ∥2 ≤
1

ρ
O(

√
ϵ0).

It is important to note that such an event occurs with a probability of at least 1−O( 1
poly(n))

by Corollary 32.
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Let xxxI =DDDI

[
y + ζ1
a+ ζ2

]
+ ξξξI be a test input satisfies y = 1, a = −1.

By Lemma 20, with probability at least 1−O( 1
poly(n))

∥xxxI∥ ≤ O(log n). (10)

Recall that the prompts are pppy =DDDT

[
y
0

]
for y = −1, 1. Then

∣∣∣∣xxx⊤I WWW ∗⊤
I WWW ∗

Txxx
(y)
T − 1

ρ
xxx⊤I DDDI

[
1 + σ2core 2p− 1
2p− 1 1 + σ2spu

]
DDD⊤

Txxx
(y)
T

∣∣∣∣ ≤∥xxxI∥∥xxx(y)T ∥1
ρ
O(

√
ϵ0) (11)

≤1

ρ
O(

√
ϵ0 log n).

Now let’s look at xxx⊤I DDDI

[
1 + σ2core 2p− 1
2p− 1 1 + σ2spu

]
DDD⊤

Txxx
(y)
T .

xxx⊤I DDDI

[
1 + σ2core 2p− 1
2p− 1 1 + σ2spu

]
DDD⊤

Txxx
(y)
T = y

(
(1 + ζ1)(1 + σ2core) + (−1 + ζ2)(2p− 1)

)
. (12)

In order for the model to make correct predictions for this example, we need xxx⊤I WWW
∗⊤
I WWW ∗

Txxx
(1)
T >

xxx⊤I WWW
∗⊤
I WWW ∗

Txxx
(−1)
T . Based on Equation 11, we can establish the following sufficient condition:

1

ρ
xxx⊤I DDDI

[
1 + σ2core 2p− 1
2p− 1 1 + σ2spu

]
DDD⊤

Txxx
(1)
T − 1

ρ
O(

√
ϵ0 log n)

>
1

ρ
xxx⊤I DDDI

[
1 + σ2core 2p− 1
2p− 1 1 + σ2spu

]
DDD⊤

Txxx
(−1)
T +

1

ρ
O(

√
ϵ0 log n).

By substituting Equation 12 into the above expressions, we obtain:

(1 + ζ1)(1 + σ2core) + (−1 + ζ2)(2p− 1)−O(
√
ϵ0 log n) > 0. (13)

Let ϵ1 denote last term on the LHS, i.e., ϵ1 = O(
√
ϵ0 log n).

By recognizing that ζ1(1+σ2core)+ζ2(2p−1) is a variable follows the Gaussian distribution
N

(
0, (1 + σ2core)

2σ2core + (2p− 1)2σ2spu
)
, we can derive the following probability:

Pr
(
(1 + ζ1)(1 + σ2core) + (−1 + ζ2)(2p− 1)− ϵ1 > 0

)
(14)

= Pr
v∼N (0,1)

(v >
2p− 2− σ2core + ϵ1√

(1 + σ2core)
2σ2core + (2p− 1)2σ2spu

)

=1−Φ(
2p− 2− σ2core + ϵ1√

(1 + σ2core)
2σ2core + (2p− 1)2σ2spu

),

where Φ(·) denotes the CDF of the standard normal distribution.
Therefore, we can conclude that, in order for the model to make correct predictions,

the failure probability is bounded by Φ( 2p−2−σ2
core+ϵ1√

(1+σ2
core)

2σ2
core+(2p−1)2σ2

spu
) plus the probability for
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Equation 10 to not hold. Thus, the error rate on test examples where y = 1, a = −1, denoted
by Err(1,−1), is bounded by:

Err(1,−1)(WWW
∗
I ,WWW

∗
T )

≤Φ(
2p− 2− σ2core + ϵ1√

(1 + σ2core)
2σ2core + (2p− 1)2σ2spu

) +O(
1

poly(n)
)

=Φ(
2p− 2− σ2core√

(1 + σ2core)
2σ2core + (2p− 1)2σ2spu

) +O

 ϵ1√
(1 + σ2core)

2σ2core + (2p− 1)2σ2spu

+
1

poly(n)

 1○

=Φ(
2p− 2− σ2core√

(1 + σ2core)
2σ2core + (2p− 1)2σ2spu

) +O

(
ϵ1 +

1

poly(n)

)
.

Note that Equation 1○ is obtained by taking the first order Taylor approximation for Φ.
We can also derive that Err(−1,1) is bounded in the same way as above. Similarly, we

can obtain

Err(1,1) = Err(−1,−1) ≤ Φ(
−2p− σ2core√

(1 + σ2core)
2σ2core + (2p− 1)2σ2spu

) +O

(
ϵ1 +

1

poly(n)

)
. (15)

Converting error rate to accuracy yields Theorem 6. Note that the error rate can be
lower bounded with the same non-negligible term. For example, Err(−1,−1) ≥ Φ( −2p−σ2

core√
(1+σ2

core)
2σ2

core+(2p−1)2σ2
spu

)−
o(1).

G.3 MMCL with Feature Masking

With feature masking, the proof is almost the same as above, but we just need to realize
that the only change is in the covariance of features, thus we would get

∥WWW ∗⊤
I WWW ∗

T − 1

ρ
DDDI

[
1 + πcoreσ

2
core 2p− 1

2p− 1 1 + πspuσ
2
spu

]
DDD⊤

T ∥2 ≤
1

ρ
O(

√
ϵ0).

Then going through the same steps as in Section G.2.4 yields Theorem 12.

Appendix H. Analysis for Data Model 2

H.1 Analysis for SL

For a vector vvv, we use vvv[j] to denote its j-th element. W.O.L.G., let DDDI ∈ dI × l be the first
l-th columns of an identity matrix (since by definition DDDI has orthonormal columns and we
can always apply a change of basis).

By definition, the solution of SVM, denoted by WWW ∗, satisfies

WWW ∗ = arg min
WWW=[www1 ... www2m]

∥WWW∥ s.t. www⊤
y xxxI −www⊤

y′xxxI ≥ 1, ∀(xxxI , y) and y′ ̸= y in the training set.

(16)
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Construct ŴWW = [ŵww1 ŵww2 . . . ŵww2m], where ŵww2k−1+(1+c)/2’s k-th element is c
(1−β)(1+α2)

,
its (k +m)-th element is cα

(1−β)(1+α2)
and its other elements are zero. It is easy to check that

ŴWW satisfies the condition ŵww⊤
y xxxI − ŵww⊤

y′xxxI ≥ 1, for any (xxxI , y) and y′ ̸= y from the training set,
and ∥ŴWW∥ =

√
2m× 1

(1−β)(1+α2)
×
√
1 + α2.

Definition 33 Define S as the set of classes such that ∀(k, c) ∈ S ((k, c) is the alias of y),
the following holds: ∃ an example (xxxI , y) from P⋆, such that xxxI ’s (k+m)-th element is −αc,
and the margin maximizer on training data can make the correct prediction on this example,
i.e.,

[xxxI ]k+m = −αc and argmax
j
ŵww⊤

j xxxI = y. (17)

Define ϵ := |S|/m Next, we are going to show that the assumption ϵ > 8
(1+α2)(1−β)2−8

would lead to contradiction.
Assume |S| ≥ ϵm. For each (k, c) ∈ S, let xxx+I be the input of an example satisfying

the condition in equation 17. Then xxx+I ’s k-th element is c, and (k +m)-th element is −αc.
We construct an example xxx−I whose k-th element is c, (k +m)-th element is αc, and the
remaining elements are the opposite of the corresponding elements in xxx+I .

From assumption 17, we have

∀j ̸= y,www∗⊤
y xxx+I −www∗⊤

j xxx+I > 0. (18)

Note that xxx−I shows in the training set. By the condition for the SVM solution, we have

∀j ̸= y,www∗⊤
y xxx−I −www∗⊤

j xxx−I ≥ 1. (19)

Now, for any j ≠ y, let’s compute a lower bound for ∥www∗
y −www∗

j∥. Any vector www∗
y −www∗

j can
be written as axxx+I + bxxx−I + vvv⊥, where vvv⊥ is a vector orthogonal to both xxx+I and xxx−I . By
equations 18 and 19, we have {

c1a+ c2b > 0

c2a+ c3b ≥ 1
, (20)

where

c1 =∥xxx+I ∥
2 = (1 + α2)

(
1 + (m− 1)β2

)
(21)

c2 =xxx
+⊤
I xxx−I = 1− α2 − (m− 1)β2(1 + α2) (22)

c3 =∥xxx−I ∥
2 = (1 + α2)

(
1 + (m− 1)β2

)
. (23)

Remember that we want to lower bound the following quantity

∥www∗
y −www∗

j∥2 =c1a2 + c3b
2 + 2c2ab+ ∥vvv⊥∥2, (24)

given the constraints in 20. By equations 21 to 23, (2c2)2 − 4c1c3 < 0. Then c1a2 + c3b
2 +

2c2ab = D is always an ellipse or a circle centered at the origin in the a-b coordinate system,
where a larger D means a larger radius. Also, given that c1 > 0, c2 < 0, c3 > 0, by plotting
the feasible area, we can observe that D achieves its minimum when the intersection point of
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lines c1a+ c2b = 0 and c2a+ c3b = 1 is exactly at the ellipse (or circle). Now we can solve
for the minimum of c1a2 + c3b

2 + 2c2ab:

c1a
2 + c3b

2 + 2c2ab ≥
c1

c1c3 − c22
.

Then by equation 24 we have

∥www∗
y −www∗

j∥2 ≥
c1

c1c3 − c22
.

Then we get the following lower bound for ∥www∗
y∥2 + ∥www∗

j∥2

∥www∗
y∥2 + ∥www∗

j∥2 ≥
(∥www∗

y∥+ ∥www∗
j∥)2

2

≥
(∥www∗

y −www∗
j∥)2

2

≥1

2

c1
c1c3 − c22

(25)

=
1

8

(1 + α2)
(
1 + (m− 1)β2

)
α2

(
1 + (m− 1)β2

)
+ (m− 1)β2

≥1

8
. (26)

Now since there are at least ϵm different such y’s, and for each y we can pick a distinct
j, we get that the sum of the squared norms of the corresponding weights is at least ϵm/8.
Then we introduce the following lemma.

Lemma 34 For any i ̸= j, the following holds for the margin maximizer WWW ∗:

∥www∗
i ∥2 + ∥ŵwwj∥2 ≥

1

(1 + α2)(1− β)2

Proof Consider any y, y′ whose aliases are (k, c) and (k′, c′) and y ̸= y′. Firstly, recall the
condition in Equation 16 which is

www∗⊤
y xxxI −www∗⊤

y′ xxxI ≥ 1, ∀xxxI with label y.

By the condition in Equation 16, we also have

www∗⊤
y′ xxx

′
I −www∗⊤

y xxx′I ≥ 1, ∀xxx′I with label y′.

Note that we assume all examples occur in the training data in the theorem. We let xxxI be
an example whose k′-th element is β and k′ +m-th element is βα, and let xxx′I be an example
whose k-th element is β and k +m-th element is βα, and other elements are the same as in
xxxI . Note that such examples exist. Then we have

∥xxxI∥2 =∥xxx′I∥2 = (1 + α)2(1 + (m− 1))β2)

−xxx⊤I xxx′I =− (1 + α2)β(2 + (m− 2)β).
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Similar to the steps from equations 19 to 25, we can solve that

∥www∗
y∥2 + ∥www∗

y′∥2 ≥
1

∥xxxI∥2 + xxx⊤I xxx
′
I

=
1

(1 + α2)(1− β)2
.

Note that this hold for any y ̸= y′ which completes the proof.

Combining equation 26 and Lemma 34 yields ∥WWW ∗∥2 ≥ ϵm
8 + (1− ϵ)m 1

(1+α2)(1−β)2
. Then

the assumption ϵ > 8
(1+α2)(1−β)2−8

yields ∥WWW ∗∥ > ∥ŴWW∥, which contradicts the fact that ∥WWW ∗∥
is the solution which separates the data with smallest norm. Therefore ϵ ≤ 8

(1+α2)(1−β)2−8
.

Then we can bound the accuracy on P⋆ by

1

2
× 100% +

1

2
× ϵm

2m
= 50% +

ϵ

4
≤ 50% +

2

(1 + α2)(1− β)2 − 8
.

H.2 Analysis for MMCL

Here we analyze with the feature masking defined in Definition 13. To obtain Theorem 10,
we just need to set π = 1.

As shown in Section F.1, the minimizer can be expressed in terms of SVM of SSS. We can
calculate that

SSS = CDDD⊤
I

[
1+π(m−1)β2

m Im
πα
m Im

α
mIm

1+(m−1)β2

m πα2Im

]
DDDT , (27)

where C is some constant.
Then, at test time, the similarity between an input xxxI =DDDIzzz from class y and a prompt

pppc′ =DDDT c
′eeek′ from class (k′, y′) denoted by Sim, is given by

Sim = Czzz⊤
(
1 + π(m− 1)β2

m
eeek′ +

α

m
eeek′+m

)
.

There are two cases to consider. if (k, c) = (k′, c′)

Sim1 = C(
1

m
+
m− 1

m
πβ2 ± α2

m
). (28)

If k = k′, c ̸= c′

Sim2 = −C( 1
m

− m− 1

m
πβ2 ± α2

m
) (29)

If k ̸= k′

Sim3 = C(±β( 1
m

+
m− 1

m
πβ2)± β

α2

m
) (30)

To achieve 100% accuracy, we need Sim1 > Sim2, Sim1 > Sim3. which yields,

π(m− 1) >
α2 − 1

β2
(31)
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and

(1− β)β2π(m− 1) > (1 + β)α2 − 1 + β. (32)

Note that if inequality 32 holds, then inequality 31 holds as well. Therefore we only need
inequality 32, which completes Theorem 14.

We note that Theorem 10 is obtained by setting π = 1.

Appendix I. Analysis for In-distribution Accuracy

I.1 Data model 1

We provide a brief explanation about the in-distribution accuracy, starting from SL.
W.L.O.G., we can let DDDI be the first l columns of the identity matrix. Then the core

and spurious features show in the first two elements of the input. Let ŵcore and ŵspu denote
first two elements of the SL loss minimizer WWW ∗ ∈ RdI , respectively.

In the following, for simplicity, we assume (1) ∥[ŵcore ŵspu]∥ = Ω(1); (2) ŵspu > 0.
However, it’s worth noting that both of these assumptions can be shown to hold with high
probability through more involved analysis.

As shown in Proposition 3 in (Sagawa et al., 2020), the following holds

Φ−1(0.006) ≥ 1− (1 + c)γ2 − c′ − ŵspu − ŵcore√
ŵ2

coreσ
′2
core + ŵspuσ

′2
spu

(33)

where c < 1/2000, c′ < 1/1000, γ = 9/10. After some calculation we have R :=
ŵspu
ŵcore

> 1.51.
also alignment with noise is bounded.

Lemma 1 in (Sagawa et al., 2020) shows that

∥WWW ∗∥2 ≤ u2 + s2σ′2ξ,I(1 + c1)nmin +
s2σ′2ξ,I
n4

= O(
n

σ2ξ,I
), (34)

where u = 1.3125, s = 2.61
σ′2
ξ,I

.

Given a test example (xxxI , y), where xxxI =DDDI

[
zcore
zspu

]
+ ξξξI , we have

|WWW ∗xxxI − [ŵcore ŵspu]

[
zcore
zspu

]
| ≤ |WWW ∗ξξξI |. (35)

By considering that WWW ∗ξξξI is a Gaussian variable and applying Lemma 18 , we have

|WWW ∗ξξξI | = O(∥WWW ∗∥σξ,I
√

log dI
dI

), (36)

which further gives

|WWW ∗ξξξI | = O(n

√
log dI
dI

) (37)
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by equation 34. Thus with sufficiently large d, |WWW ∗ξξξI | = o(1). Given that ∥[ŵcore ŵspu]∥ is

at least constant, the prediction is dominated by [ŵcore ŵspu]

[
zcore
zspu

]
.

Let’s begin by considering test examples where a = y. By following similar steps as in
equations 13 and 14, we can get the accuracy on such examples Φ( 1+R√

σ2
core+R2σ2

spu
) ± o(1).

In the scenario where σcore = 1 and σspu = 0, given that R > 1.51, the above accuracy is
Φ(2.51) = 99.4%± o(1). Given that in the in-distribution test data, such examples occur
with probability p = 1− o(1), the overall in-distribution accuracy is Φ(2.51) = 99.4%± o(1).

For MMCL, from Section G.2.4, the accuracy on examples where a = y is

1−Φ(
−2p− σ2core√

(1 + σ2core)
2σ2core + (2p− 1)2σ2spu

)± o(1).

Considering that pspu = 1− o(1), the in-distribution accuracy is also

1−Φ(
−2p− σ2core√

(1 + σ2core)
2σ2core + (2p− 1)2σ2spu

)± o(1).

In the case where σcore = 1, σspu = 0, the above accuracy is 1−Φ(−1.5)±o(1) = 93.93%±o(1).
Therefore we see that SL has slightly higher in-distribution accuracy.

I.2 Data model 2

For data model 2, it is evident that SL can achieve 100% in-distribution accuracy, as under
our assumption, every possible example shows in the training set and they are seperable. For
MMCL, every example in PTr also shows in P⋆. The fact that it achieves 100% accuracy
on P⋆, as we have already proved, implies a 100% in-distribution accuracy.

Appendix J. Experimental Details

J.1 The semi-synthetic Experiment

Image generation. Firstly, we define three types of blue: dark blue, medium blue, and
light blue, as well as three types of red: dark red, medium red, and light red. Then, we
modify images in the MNIST dataset. To generate the training data, for each image with
a digit between 0 and 4, there is a 99.5% probability that the background will be colored
with a random shade of blue from the three types; otherwise, it will be colored with a
random shade of red. Similarly, for each image with a digit between 5 and 9, there is a
99.5% probability that the background will be colored with a random shade of red from the
three types; otherwise, it will be colored with a random shade of blue. The task is to classify
whether the digit in an image falls between 0-4 or 5-9. To generate the test data, the color is
uniformly selected from all six colors for each image.

Caption generation. We simulate captions using vectors. Each caption is a 200-
dimensional vector generated as vvv + ξξξ, where ξξξ ∼ N (0, 1

2000I200) and vvv = [a, b, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 0]⊤

with a, b generated as follows.
First, we define a dictionary that assigns a value to each color and digit:
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DICT = {0 : −4.5 , 1 : −3.5 , 2 : −2.5 , 3 : −1.5 , 4 : −0.5 , \\
5 : 0 . 5 , 6 : 1 . 5 , 7 : 2 . 5 , 8 : 3 . 5 , 9 : 4 . 5 , \\
"dark blue " : −2.5 , "medium blue " : −1.5 , " l i g h t blue " : −0.5 ,\\
" l i g h t red " : 0 . 5 , "medium red " : 1 . 5 , "dark red " : 2 . 5 }

We also define the following values as the means for each category:

mean0-4 =
1

4

4∑
d=1

DICT[d] = −2.5

mean5-9 =
1

4

9∑
d=5

DICT[d] = 2.5

meanblue =
DICT[“dark blue"] + DICT[“medium blue"] + DICT[“light blue"]

3
= −1.5

meanred =
DICT[“dark red"] + DICT[“medium red"] + DICT[“light red"]

3
= 1.5

For an image with digit d and color c, the corresponding a and b are given by:

a =

{
DICT[d], with probability πcore

mean0-4 if d ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} else mean5-9, with probability 1− πcore

b =

{
DICT[c], with probability πspu

meanblue if c is a kind of blue else meanred, with probability 1− πspu.

Training details. For MMCL, we choose LeNet with an output dimension of 128 as our
vision encoder. For the ‘language’ model, since the captions are represented as vectors, we
employ a linear model with an output dimension of 128. We use the CLIP loss, but without
normalization when computing similarity. We use momentum SGD as the optimizer with
a learning rate of 0.01, weight decay of 0.001, momentum of 0.9, a batch size of 128. The
model is trained for 100 epochs. For SL, we train a LeNet using momentum SGD with a
learning rate of 0.01, weight decay of 0.001, momentum of 0.9, a batch size of 128, for 40
epoch to minimize the Cross-Entropy loss.

In distribution accuracy. To measure the in-distribution test accuracy, we evaluate the
models on a dataset constructed in the same way as the training data but with images from the
MNIST test set. Figure 7 presents the results, showing that supervised learning achieves the
highest in-distribution accuracy. This indicates that the improvement in out-of-distribution
accuracy shown in Figure 2a can only be attributed to MMCL’s superior robustness. In
other words, MMCL enhances both effective robustness and relative robustness, as defined
in (Taori et al., 2020).

J.2 Experiments on MS COCO

Datasets. The MSCOCO dataset Lin et al. (2014), or Microsoft Common Objects in
COntext, is a comprehensive computer vision dataset comprising diverse images annotated
with object masks and captions. We train our model on MSCOCO and test on 6 different
variants of ImageNet Russakovsky et al. (2015a) as follows. ImageNet1K, a subset of the
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Figure 6: Construction of images
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Figure 7: In-distribution test accuracy evaluated on a dataset constructed in the same way
as the training data but with images from the MNIST testset.

ImageNet dataset, contains over a million high-resolution images for image classification.
ImageNetv2Recht et al. (2019) addresses biases and offers a balanced category distribution.
ImageNet Sketch Wang et al. (2019) features hand-drawn object sketches, while ImageNet-
A Hendrycks et al. (2021b) serves as an adversarial benchmark. ImageNet-R Hendrycks et al.
(2021a) offers real-world, unfiltered images, and ObjectNet Barbu et al. (2019) emphasizes
robustness with objects in varied, cluttered scenes.

Settings. We use the official Pytorch implementation of CyCLIP Goel et al. (2022)3.
We train CLIP (with ResNet50 as the image encoder and Transformer as the text encoder)
on MSCOCO for 100 epochs with a batch size of 512. Other hyperparameters are set to their
default values. Each experiment is run on 2 NVIDIA A6000.

Evaluation. Following the measurement proposed in Taori et al. (2020), which has
become a standard way of measuring robustness, we plot out-of-distribution accuracy against
in-distribution accuracy. The out-of-distribution accuracy is the average of the test accuracy
on 6 shifted versions of ImageNet. To obtain different accuracy pairs(different points in
Figures 2b abd 2c), we train models on 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the original dataset

3. https://github.com/goel-shashank/CyCLIP
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(a) Comparison of robustness between stan-
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Figure 8: Additional robustness results on MSCOCO measured by top5 accuracy when
changing the dataset size.

and perform the zero-shot 80-class classification task on the validation set of MSCOCO and
the test set of the other datasets. Note that, for ImageNet variants, we only sample a subset
of classes that can be mapped to MSCOCO classes (320 out of 1000).

Additional results. Other than the top1 accuracy, we also compute the top5 accuracy
for zero-shot classification on all datasets. Figure 8a illustrates that training CLIP on the
standard caption dataset yields better robustness than training on the reduced caption
dataset. This validates our theoretical results in Section D about the benefits of rich image
captions. As can be seen from Figure 8b, the blue line (pdrop = 1) is above the orange line
(pdrop = 0). This result emphasizes that reducing intra-class contrasting does harm the
robustness of MMCL as analyzed in Section C.1.

J.3 Experiments on Conceptual Captions

Datasets. Conceptual Caption (CC3M) Sharma et al. (2018) consists of around 3 million
image-caption pairs which are collected and processed from Internet webpages. The dataset
is divided into Training, Validation, and Test splits. The Training split includes 3,318,333
pairs in which a subset of 2,007,528 has machine-generated labels Ng et al. (2020). Utilizing
the image labels in the subset of CC3M’s Training split, we filter a subset of CC3M training
images whose predicted labels belong to ImageNet classes with a confidence score of at least
0.6. To mitigate the effect of class imbalance, we further select classes with at least 100 but
no more than 10,000 samples. The resulting subset consists of 296,801 images corresponding
to 316 classes of ImageNet. To create the training and validation datasets, we split the subset
with the 7:3 ratio in a stratified fashion.

Models. Due to the limited time and compute resource constraints, we consider a
simplified setting similar to the one used in Ren and Li (2023). We use the pre-trained
ResNet50 of CLIP, followed by a 3-layer fully connected network (MLP) with batch norm
between layers for the image encoder part. During training, we freeze the ResNet50 part
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and solely train the three-layer MLP. Similarly, for the text part, we employ a separate
MLP with the same size on top of the pre-trained Transformer of CLIP and only train
the MLP. The hidden and the output dimensions of this MLP are selected from the set
{16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 768, 1024, 2048, 4096, 8192} to produce different accuracy pairs in
Figures 3 and 4. Note that this setting is different from Appendix J.2 where we vary the
dataset size instead.

Settings of CLIP. We use the same Pytorch implementation of CyCLIP as the settings
in Appendix J.2. We train CLIP on CC3M for 100 epochs with a batch size of 1024. Other
hyperparameters are set to their default values. Each experiment is run on 1 NVIDIA A6000.

Settings of SL, SupCon, and SimCLR. We train the same MLP as in CLIP on the
pre-computed embeddings of images but with different losses for SL, SupCon, and SimCLR.
The image embeddings are computed using the pre-trained CLIP image encoder. For a fair
comparison, we also train them for 100 epochs with a batch size of 1024. Other parameters
are set to the same values as the settings of CLIP.

Evaluation. We train different models on the training set and perform zero-shot 316-
class classification on the validation set for CLIP. For SupCon and SimCLR, following the
standard linear evaluation procedure, we discard the projection head and additionally train
a linear classifier on the representations to perform classification. Similar to Appendix J.2,
all models are evaluated in the test set of 6 ImageNet variants and the average accuracy on
6 datasets is considered the OOD accuracy.

Appendix K. Comparison between SupCon, Self-Supervised-CL and
MMCL

K.1 A Detailed Discussion

While the original analysis in the main paper has already thoroughly demonstrated the
mechanisms leading to MMCL’s robustness, an in-depth comparison between SupCon, Self-
Supervised-CL (e.g., SimCLR), and MMCL offers an alternative interpretation of the same
findings. We hope this can further illustrate the roles of two crucial elements in MMCL:
contrasting between individual examples and multimodality.

1. SupCon < Self-Supervised-CL: Role of contrasting between individual
examples. Let’s compare the representations learned by two different unimodal represen-
tation learning techniques: SupCon and Self-Supervised-CL. Although their loss functions
are quite similar, Self-Supervised-CL contrasts any two different examples, while SupCon
contrasts only those with different labels. We have the following important conclusions: (1)
Self-Supervised-CL closely resembles MMCL but within a single modality. Consequently,
its learned representations exhibit a similar structure to MMCL’s representations in that
modality. This includes learning large-variance features and features shared between classes.
(2) In contrast, SupCon’s representations exacerbate the issue of spurious correlations because
it maps both core and spurious features to the same direction in representations, making
them entangled. We theoretically demonstrate this in Theorems 35 and 36 in the
next subsection.

2. Self-Supervised-CL < MMCL: Role of multi-modality. Now, one may ask,
given that Self-Supervised-CL achieves good representation structures, can it achieve the
same level of robustness as MMCL? Well, (1) No, because Self-Supervised-CL solely learns
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unimodal (e.g., image) representations. To enable classification, we rely on supervised learning
on these representations, which, as we have already shown, is not robust. (2) Yes, only if
one could align representations of language and image modalities for zero-shot classification
(bypassing supervised learning) after separately learning representations in each modality
with Self-Supervised-CL. However, this essentially falls into the category of MMCL
because MMCL precisely performs these two tasks – contrasting individual
examples and aligning between modalities –simultaneously! An alternative way
to think about this is that even if we adopt MMCL’s image representations, training a
linear classifier on the representations instead of conducting zero-shot classification would
lead reduced robustness. Evidence for this can be found in Figures 14 and 15 in the CLIP
paper (Radford 2021), where zero-shot classification outperforms logistic regression/few-shot
learning on representations.

K.2 Theoretical Analysis for SupCon

We consider the following supervised contrastive loss, which is naturally analogous to the
MMCL loss used in the main paper, and is akin to the linear loss widely adopted in theoretical
CL papers in the literature Ji et al. (2021); Nakada et al. (2023).

LSupCon(WWW ) =− 1

n

∑
i

1

N+
i

∑
j∥i

g(xxxI,i)⊤g(xxxI,j)−∑
k∦i

g(xxxI,i)
⊤g(xxxI,k)

N−
i

+
ρ

2
∥WWW⊤WWW∥2F .

where j ∥ i represents that examples i and j are from the same class, k ∦ i represents that
examples i and k are from different classes, N+

i = |{j | j ∥ i}| and N−
i = |{k | k ∦ i}|. We

consider a linear model g(xxxI) =WWWxxxI with WWW ∈ Rp×d. The examples are drawn from the
training distribution PTr within the image modality.

K.2.1 Data Model 1, SupCon

Since SupCon solely learns representations, to enable classification, we need to add a classifier
l on top of the encoder g. we consider a linear classifier l(vvv) = βββ⊤vvv where βββ ∈ R

p. The
entire model, consisting of both the encoder and the added classifier, is represented as
l(g(xxxI)) = βββ⊤WWWxxx. Its prediction ŷ(xxxI) is given by sign(l(g(xxxI))). The test accuracy on the
true distribution is then denoted as AccP⋆(www,βββ) := Ezzz,y∈P⋆,xxxI=DDDIµµµ(zzz)+ξξξI [1(ŷ(xxxI) = y)].

The following theorem demonstrates that SupCon is not robust to distribution shifts,
resulting in random chance accuracy across the entire true distribution P⋆ and making
almost entirely wrong predictions on examples where a ̸= y. To simplify the analysis we
consider minimizing the population loss in noiseless setting. It’s important to note that
similar results in general cases can be obtained using concentration bounds similar to those
in Sections G.2.2 and G.2.3.

Theorem 35 Consider Assumption 4 and additionally consider the noiseless setting where
σξ,I = 0 and let n → ∞. Let WWW ∗ be the minimizer of the SupCon loss, then no linear
classifier can separate the learned representations of the two classes well. More specifically,
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∀βββ,

AccP⋆(WWW ∗,βββ) ≤ 50% + o(1).

Meanwhile, the model’s test accuracy on examples where a ̸= y is o(1), i.e., approaching zero.

Proof First, we define

SSSSupCon :=
1

2
(

∑
y∈{−1,1}

x̄xx(y)x̄xx(y)⊤ −
∑

y∈{−1,1}

x̄xx(y)x̄xx(−y)⊤),

where x̄xx(y) := 1
n/2

∑
xxxI,i from class y xxxI,i denotes mean of examples from class y. Based on our

assumption, we can easily calculate SSSSupCon as follows

SSSSupCon = 2DDDI

[
1 2pspu − 1

2pspu − 1 (2pspu − 1)2

]
DDD⊤

I .

Let
∑d

i=1 λiuuuiuuui
⊤ represent the eigen decomposition of SSSSupCon. Similar to the explanation

provided in Section F.1, by rewriting LSupCon as a matrix factorization objective and applying
the Eckart-Young-Mirsky theorem, we obtain the minimizer of the loss as follows:

WWW ∗⊤WWW ∗ =
1

ρ

p∑
i=1

λiuuuiuuu
⊤
i ,

We can easily compute the eigen vectors and eigen values for SSSSupCon: λ1 = (2pspu − 1)2 + 1,

µµµ1 =DDDI

 1√
(2pspu−1)2+1
2pspu−1√

(2pspu−1)2+1

, and λ2 = · · · = λd = 0. Therefore,

WWW ∗ =
√

(2pspu − 1)2 + 1 PPP [
1√

(2pspu − 1)2 + 1

2pspu − 1√
(2pspu − 1)2 + 1

]DDD⊤
I ,

where PPP can be any p× 1 vector with norm 1. Consequently

WWW ∗xxx =

√
2((2pspu − 1)2 + 1)

ρ
PPP [

1√
(2pspu − 1)2 + 1

2pspu − 1√
(2pspu − 1)2 + 1

]DDD⊤
I xxx

=

√
2((2pspu − 1)2 + 1)

ρ
PPP [

1√
(2pspu − 1)2 + 1

2pspu − 1√
(2pspu − 1)2 + 1

]zzz. (38)

For any βββ, the test accuracy is given by

AccP⋆(WWW ∗,βββ) = Pr(yβββ⊤WWW ∗xxx > 0)

By equation 38 and some calculation we get

AccP⋆(WWW ∗,βββ) = Pr(ν1 + ν2 > −1− (2pspu − 1)ay)
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where

ν1 =yξcore

ν2 =y(2pspu − 1)ξspu

and each can be considered as a Gaussian random variable with zero mean, independent
from each other. Therefore

Pr(ν1 + ν2 > −1− (2pspu − 1)ay) =
1

2
Pr(ν1 + ν2 > −2pspu) +

1

2
Pr(ν1 + ν2 > 2(pspu − 1)).

Considering ν1+ν2√
σ2
core+(2pspu−1)2σ2

spu
∼ N (0, 1), we have

AccP⋆(WWW ∗,βββ) ≤1

2
Φ(

2pspu√
σ2core + (2pspu − 1)2σ2spu

) +
1

2
Φ(

2(1− pspu)√
σ2core + (2pspu − 1)2σ2spu

)

=
1

2
Φ(

2pspu√
σ2core + (2pspu − 1)2σ2spu

) + o(1) because pspu = 1− o(1)

≤50% + o(1).

Additionally, the accuracy on examples where a ̸= y is given by 1
2Φ(

2(1−pspu)√
σ2
core+(2pspu−1)2σ2

spu
) =

o(1), i.e., almost zero.

K.3 Data Model 2, SupCon

Theorem 36 Under the same assumption as in Theorems 9 and 10. Let WWW ∗ be the min-
imizer of the LSupCon loss. If we train a multi-class linear classifier g(fff) = BBBfff with with
BBB2m×p using Cross-Entropy loss on the learned representations (i.e., given by WWW ∗xxxI), the test
accuracy over the true distribution is 50%. Formally, let BBB∗ be the trained linear classifier
AccP∗(WWW ∗,BBB∗) = 50%. Moreover, no linear classifier can achieve accuracy better than 75%,
i.e., ∀BBB, AccP∗(WWW ∗,BBB) ≤ 75%.

Proof First, we define

SSSSupCon =
1

2m− 1

2m∑
y=1

x̄xxI
(y)x̄xxI

(y)⊤,

where x̄xx(y)I := 1
# examples from class y

∑
xxxI from class y xxxI = [ceee⊤k αceee⊤k ]

⊤ for any y with alias
(k, c). Here eeek denotes the k-th standard basis in Rm. Similar to the previous subsection, by
rewriting the objective and applying the Eckart-Young-Mirsky theorem, we obtain

WWW ∗⊤WWW ∗ =
1

ρ

p∑
i=1

λiuuuiuuu
⊤
i ,
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where 1
ρ

∑d
i=1 λiuuuiuuu

⊤
i is the eigen decomposition of SSSSupCon.The eigenvalues and vectors can

be calculated as follows:

λi =
2

2m− 1
(1 + α2), uuui =DDDI [

1√
1 + α2

eee⊤i
α√

1 + α2
eee⊤i ]

⊤, ∀i ∈ [m]

λi = 0, ∀i > m.

Therefore

WWW ∗ =

√
2(1 + α2)

2m− 1
PPP

uuu
⊤
1
...
uuu⊤m

 ,
where PPP ∈ R

p×m can be any matrix with orthonormal columns. Consequently, for any
example xxxI in class (k, c),

WWW ∗xxxI =

√
2(1 + α2)

2m− 1
(

c√
1 + α2

+ sign(zzz[k +m])
α2

√
1 + α2

)PPPeeek. (39)

On the training distribution, sign(zzz[k+m]) is always c. Therefore, the linear classifier trained
on the representations of the training data would be (recall the relation between CE loss and
SVD in Section F.1):

BBB∗ =



√
2m−1

2
1

1+α2eee
⊤
1

−
√

2m−1
2

1
1+α2eee

⊤
1√

2m−1
2

1
1+α2eee

⊤
2

−
√

2m−1
2

1
1+α2eee

⊤
2

PPP
⊤.

On the true distribution, BBB∗ can make correct predictions for examples that also show
during training. However, for any example xxxI from class y with alias (k, c), if its zzz satisfy
that zzz[k +m] = −cα, it can be observed that (BBB∗WWW ∗xxxI)[y − c] > (BBB∗WWW ∗xxxI)[y], leading to
incorrect predictions. Therefore, the overall accuracy is 50%.

Next, we analyze the case for arbitrary BBB. For any two classes (k,−1) and (k, 1) in the
true distribution, we can group them into four groups denoted by Gc,sign(zzz[k+m]), i.e., based
on the combinations of c and sign(zzz[k +m]). Since α > 1, we have

−1√
1 + α2

− α2

√
1 + α2

<
1√

1 + α2
− α2

√
1 + α2

<
−1√
1 + α2

+
α2

√
1 + α2

<
1√

1 + α2
+

α2

√
1 + α2

.

Combining this with equation 39, we conclude that the four groups lie on the same line.
Moreover, going from G−1,− to G1,1, we pass through G1,−1 first and then G−1,1. Given this
order, no linear model can classify more than three out of the four groups correctly. Since
this is true for any pair of classes (k,−1) and (k, 1), it follows that no model can perform
better than 75% accuracy on the entire distribution.
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